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In the market has been competitive process, the enterprises acquisition is an 
inevitable phenomenon, able to help the market continue to expand, but also for the 
enhancement of the competitive, economies of scale can effectively be achieved. 
However, the enterprises acquisition has two sides, the First of the act, such as the 
ability to moderate full for enterprise quality growth are more favorable to the market 
economy has impetus; business combination over-easy to produce market-dominant 
position will also play for monopoly hindering competition appears unfair 
disadvantage for maintaining the order of the market economy. AML earlier proposed 
for our good market competition order is favorable for the continuous development of 
the market economy and run at the same time is to play a guiding role. The regulations, 
however, there are still many imperfections, practice physical content and procedural 
operations have failed to achieve detailed provisions, therefore, many law 
enforcement is not convenient. So, in this article from antitrust regulation starting 
point, the study of a corporate merger behavior continues to build on merger 
regulation system and a greater degree of perfection, and thus, can be achieved. 
This article covers the four major parts.  
First, the  basic concepts and theories of the enterprises acquisition set forth the 
effective definition of the concept of a business combination home and abroad, for the 
classification of business combination elaborated for the enterprises acquisition on 
competition from the positive and negative impact to start, then fell to the 
anti-monopoly regulation and the level of the enterprises acquisition dialectical 
relationship, thus, the regulation of the enterprises acquisition is limited, while the 
conclusion is also moderately tolerant.  
The  second part of the research for our corporate merger regulation, to conduct 
a study on the current situation of our country as well as the problems. 
The third  part of the study regulation related to business combinations for 
foreign antitrust laws and regulations, the study focused on the legislative, judicial 
practice. Its more mature as well as the part of the poor.  
The fourth part,  based  on  China's national conditions, the introduction of 
the more mature experience of foreign legislation and learn from, the development of 
legal regulation recommendations and countermeasures. 
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的国际化方式， 典型的就是联想集团，其并购了 IBM 公司的整个 PC 部门。就
合并而言，有几个方面是值得关注的。首先企业合并的发展是快速的，同时，在
我国对于企业合并在反垄断方面并没有较完善的法律体系来进行保障。直到 2007
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